At HemBorta®, we are continually bringing together the finest people with innovative design and production skills to produce our best creations. Our products will hopefully make the user’s task that little bit easier and them a whole lot happier.

**eBay Verified Rights Owner (VeRO)**

Due to these reasons, we want to make certain that consumers that purchase HemBorta® products receive genuine HemBorta® products. To ensure this HemBorta® is a member of eBay’s Verified Rights Owner (VeRO) program; meaning that all HemBorta® listings and content are protected from infringement.

**Trademark & intellectual property**

The HemBorta® name is trademarked and we hold the exclusive rights for our intellectual property, this includes but is not limited to manufacturer part numbers, SKUs, barcodes, photos, videos, descriptions, design, branding, graphics, layout, text, brand name, business name and trading name, which appear on eBay’s sites, on our own website and on other authorised marketplaces i.e., they are protected under copyright law.

**Copyright infringement**

Any individual, company or collective that claims to be an authorised dealer, reseller, or stockist etc. without authorisation issued in writing by HemBorta®. Along with any party that posts any of the previously stated intellectual property to obtain sales on eBay - automatically infringes our copyrights. Therefore, the responsible party will be reported to eBay so that their sales will be immediately cancelled, which may also put the health of their account at risk.